
Nomination for Grow Golf Award 

Name of Company 

What led you to becoming a PGA Professional? 
I completed my Studies in  Sport administration and Marketing in Golf 
and did my 6 month practical for the Diploma at Fancourt, where I then  
started my PGA apprenticeship at the Fancourt Golf 

Academy after my practical.


What is your current job title? 
Entrepreneur and Founder of Target36 and Business owner of 
Glenwood Driving Range and Golf Academy.


How long have you been in your current position? 
Business Owner of Glenwood Driving range since 2015, Founder of 
Target36 since 2017 and operating as Golf Academy owner since 
becoming an qualified PGA Professional in 2004.


What does your job entail? 
Operating and managing a Driving range and Golf 

Academy and Setting up Target36 as an Grow Golf 

initiative on a National scale.


Do you have any environmental or sustainability goals that you 
have met and would like to share? 
The Target36 Initiative is  a positive social impact, adding value across 
our beautiful golf courses by introducing the game of golf to our 
communities and people and creating new opportunities for the youth. 




Please share your social media platforms with us, if you would like 
to 
www.target36.co.za

https://www.facebook.com/target36growgolf/

https://www.facebook.com/theglenwooddrivingrange/

https://www.instagram.com/invites/contact/ 

i=17jfim6wwpbpj&utm_content=648ic51


Please give us a brief outline of the path you took to lead you to 
your current position? 
2004 Qualify as PGA Professional 

2005-2010 Golf Academy at Steenberg golf estate

2010-2011 Employed by SwingFit as Head coach to start 3 sites, 
Pezula, Oubaai and Pearl Valley

2012 started own Academy at the George Golf Academy also known as 
Vodacom village George

Implemented Primary school league in the Southern Cape

Implemented junior events for kids 5-13

Target36 was implemented to Grow Golf in the Southern Cape


Why do you feel that you would be a good candidate to win this 
award?  
The Target36 initiative is a perfect example for what I stand for, to Grow 
the Game of Golf and creating a brighter Future for golf in our country.

Next year we will start with permanent markers on the golf courses that 
will give the clubs the opportunity to sell more memberships to their 
beginner golfers and make golf more accessible to everyone.

Target36 is the vehicle to Grow Golf and will allow Unions, Clubs and 
Schools to all work together so that we can achieve this goal much 
faster.


Would you like the PGA to share your profile via our social media 
platforms? 
Yes


